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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Russian Forces to Provide “Security” At US Events
July 1, 2013--As part of a deal signed last week in Washington DC between the Russian
Emergency Situations Ministry and FEMA, Russian officials will provide “security at
mass events” in the United States, a scenario that won’t sit well with Americans wary of
foreign assets operating on US soil.
According to a press release by the
Ministry of the Russian Federation for
Civil Defense and Emergencies, US
and Russian officials met on June 25
at the 17th Joint U.S.-Russia
Cooperation Committee on Emergency
Situations.
In addition to agreeing with FEMA to
“exchange experts during joint rescue
operations in major disasters,” the
Russian Emergency Situations Ministry
will also be providing “security at mass events” in the United States.
Play to 4:38: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7jeG6_qPw8#at=109
This suggests that events designated as “National Special Security Events” by the
Department of Homeland Security, which include the Super Bowl, international
summits such as the G8 and presidential inaugurations, will now rely partly on
Russian authorities to provide security.
The meeting last week also agreed on the conclusion that US and Russian emergency
authorities will increase their co-operation, “in order to respond efficiently to all kinds of
disasters.”
The use of foreign troops or other officials in a law enforcement capacity
providing “security” inside the United States is illegal under Posse Comitatus.

Capt. William Geddes of the U.S. Army Reserve acknowledged last year that it is
against federal law to use US troops to conduct police patrols, despite the fact
that such occurrences are becoming increasingly common. The use of foreign
troops is an even more clear cut violation of Posse Comitatus.
Last year we reported on how Russian troops were invited to the US as part of a
Fort Carson, Colorado drill focused around anti-terror training. Aside from
learning how to target terrorists in America, the Russian soldiers were also out in
the local community attending a baseball game in Colorado Springs.
As Mac Slavo writes, “Rumors have circulated for years about the possibility of foreign
troops being deployed on U.S. soil in the event of a widespread declaration of a
national emergency. For quite some time there have been anecdotal reports to
support the claim that the U.N., Russia and other nations would be used in a
policing capacity should some critical event befall our nation.”
“The fear should such a scenario take place has been that these soldiers would
act under the banner of their own flags, ignoring the fundamental protections
afforded to our citizens, leaving Americans under the jurisdiction of people who
don’t speak our language or respect our fundamental rights to self defense, to be
secure in our homes, and to be presumed innocent in the eyes of the law.”
Concerns about foreign troops being used on US soil have lingered ever since the
release of State Department Publication 7277, which is a blueprint for the harmonization
of US and Russian forces under a framework of United Nations-led global
government.
Russian Troops To Enact Martial Law In America After Zimmerman/Trayvon
Martin Riots?
Why are all these foreign and Russian troops now on American soil to ‘assist’ FEMA
with disasters/emergencies? Does it have anything to do at all with possible riots after
the Trayvon Martin/George Zimmerman verdict is read? In Greensboro, North Carolina
just last night there were MASSIVE riots with over 400 people involved.
From videographer grindall61: It is announced that Russian troops are going to be used
on US soil right before the George Zimmerman verdict is read. THIS IS NOT A
COINCIDENCE.
http://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2013/07/russian-troops-to-enact-martial-law-inamerica-after-zimmermantrayvon-martin-riots-2531414.html
Facebook Pages Promote Killing Zimmerman, Rioting for Trayvon
Facebook apparently operates under a double standard. A Fox News radio host is
removed for making a politically incorrect joke while people who say they want to
commit murder and incite rioting are allowed to stay. It does not help when idiotic actors
like the socialist Roseanne Barr call for arming teenagers and regretting that Martin had
not killed Zimmerman. Barr had earlier violated Twitter’s rules when she tweeted home
address of George Zimmerman’s parents. She subsequently deleted the tweet, but
despite the damage the popular micro-blogging site did not close down her
account.
Pro-Abortion Activists In Texas Yell “Hail Satan!” As Pro-Lifers Sing ‘Amazing
Grace’

03 Jul 2013
As the Texas State Legislature prepares to pass HB2, a new law imposing
restrictions on abortions in the state, a spiritual war broke out in front of the
capitol building. As Christian pro-life advocates sang the hymn Amazing Grace,
pro-Abortion activists responded with chants of “Hail Satan!” to try and drown
out the singing. A blogger captured footage of some of the chanting in the
background and uploaded it to the web.
Here is the video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFo3NYM-9_s
In the video, supporters of late-term abortion are clearly heckling the pro-life speaker,
named Ashley, who is talking about Bernard Nathanson, the former abortion practitioner
who later became pro-life. As Ashley spoke, a few of the pro-abortion people started
saying ‘hail Satan’ at random. The first time we heard it was at 3:35 of this second
video. By 5:15, they’re chanting it in unison, VERY creepily:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OgfAAIpHns
Some bloggers and online news reporters on the scene took to Twitter
immediately to report on the sad display:
“@CNNExpress: anti abortion activists giving speeches- a group of people chant hail
Satan in the background. #hb2 pic.twitter.com/NDuACF51xz”
— Charmaine Yoest (@CharmaineYoest) July 3, 2013
These orange shirts are actually shouting “hail satan”. Very sad.
#stand4life#txprolifepic.twitter.com/rIlH8hkf14
— LeahFaye (@leahfaye91) July 2, 2013
This display of evil and hatred was all for a bill that would ban abortions after 20 weeks
and impose safety restrictions on abortion clinics statewide. In other words, an abortion
is still legal and accessible in Texas even if the bill is passed. But this is not enough to
satisfy the pro-abortion activists who want full access to kill a baby in the womb at any
point in a pregnancy.

Pro 30:12 [There is] a generation [that are] pure in their own eyes, and [yet] is not
washed from their filthiness.
THEY SOLD THEIR SOULS FOR BIRTH CONTROL
This could be the title of the American pro-abortion or pro-choice crowd as they like to
call themselves. Usually they are a mish-mash of leftist progressive feminist progay liberals. Today they have taken up a new face that of satanic rebellion against

God Almighty. After the horrible trial of the abortion doctor which was ignored in the
main stream and details to horrific to mention here, we have the new liberals who are
now self proclaimed daughters of Satan. You could argue they always were daughters
of Satan but previously they would have denied this. As the Satanic spirit (led by Mr.
Obama) fill’s the land of America, the pro-god, pro-life, pro-second amendment,
anti-sodomite, American constitutionalists will increasingly have to come against
the progressive, pro-gay, pro-abortion, leftist socialists who are openly rebelling
against the almighty. The hatred of these so called loving Liberal’s has no
bounds and these two groups have never been more polarized. Even for Christians
who proclaim a lukewarm belief in God, this video should be seriously disturbing. The
young woman who shouts HAIL SATAN to the camera person and sticks out her
tongue (which many would pronounce as a curse) also screamed f-you, but thankfully
the cameraman moved away from her before that obscenity was caught on camera.
The spirit of evil is now rampant among the land. As the new financial crises
approaches, with it also comes civil disturbance, WW3, famine and death. These
blasphemous people will cry to God Almighty when this happens and ask GOD
why He let this happen but God will be deaf to their cries.
“for they have not rejected thee, but they have rejected me, that I should not reign
over them.” – The Lord, 1 Samuel 8:7.
Rev 6:15 And the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich men, and the
chief captains, and the mighty men, and every bondman, and every free man, hid
themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the mountains;
Rev 6:16 And said to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us from the
face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb:
Rev 6:17 For the great day of his wrath is come; and who shall be able to stand?
http://countdowntozerotime.com/2013/07/03/the-spirit-evil-has-has-now-filled-the-landwatch-abortion-supporters-chant-hail-satan-while-pro-life-activists-sing-amazing-graceoutside-texas-capitol/
<<A pro-life activist tries to
get her point across to a
pro-abortion debate
opponent.
The Bible is clear that life
begins at conception. In
speaking of God’s work of
creating life, King David
wrote: “Thou hast
possessed my reins: thou
hast covered me in my
mother’s womb. I will
praise thee; for I am
fearfully and wonderfully
made: marvellous are thy
works; and that my soul knoweth right well.” (Psalm 139).
When The Lord spoke to the prophet Jeremiah for the first time He told him: “Before I
formed thee in the belly I knew thee; and before thou camest forth out of the

womb I sanctified thee, and I ordained thee a prophet unto the nations.”
(Jeremiah 1:5). And from the first moment Mary was pregnant with The Lord
Jesus Christ Scriptures state: “she was found with child of the Holy Ghost.”
(Matthew 1:18).
Abortion is murder in God’s eyes. But with schools and government buildings removing
any mention of God, pop culture promoting sinful rebellion, and more and more
churches preaching false gospels; many in society are no longer concerned with The
Lord or His judgment. Instead people are opting for what is right in their own eyes,
justifying the killing of life in the womb under the guise of “women’s rights” and
“empowerment.”
Pro 12:15 The way of a fool [is] right in his own eyes: but he that hearkeneth unto
counsel [is] wise.
Pro 16:2 All the ways of a man [are] clean in his own eyes; but the LORD
weigheth the spirits.
Pro 21:2 Every way of a man [is] right in his own eyes: but the LORD pondereth
the hearts.
Pro 21:3 To do justice and judgment [is] more acceptable to the LORD than
sacrifice.
Pro 21:4 An high look, and a proud heart, [and] the plowing of the wicked, [is] sin.
Isa 5:21 Woe unto [them that are] wise in their own eyes, and prudent in their own
sight!
Pro 3:7 Be not wise in thine own eyes: fear the LORD, and depart from evil.
This incident of clear blasphemy reveals the heart of sinful rebellion & anger at
God. The Bible is clear that an unsaved person is at war with The Lord: “Because
the carnal mind is enmity against God: for it is not subject to the law of God,
neither indeed can be. So then they that are in the flesh cannot please God.” Romans 8:7-8.
Webster’s 1828 dictionary defines enmity as: “1. The quality of being an enemy; the
opposite of friendship; ill will; hatred; unfriendly dispositions; malevolence.” (source).
This is the state of those who are blinded from the light of the Gospel. Pray for
their repentance and to see the error of their ways. As the world moves to greater
hostility towards the Bible, Biblical Christianity and the true Bible-believing
Christians who practice it; is all the more important to share the Gospel boldly and
let the power of God, which is in His Holy Word, shine on the hearts and minds of
those in society who do not know or believe in Jesus Christ. There is forgiveness
for all sins, including taking life in the womb, when one puts faith in Jesus Christ
and His work on the cross.
Soccer Referee Dismembered & Beheaded on the Soccer Field after Killing Player
who Punched Him
July 6, 2013--By ESPN staff--An amateur football match in Brazil led to two deaths
as a referee was beheaded by spectators after he had stabbed a player.
The shocking incidents occurred in Maranhao, Brazil, last Sunday. According to
reports, referee Otavio da Silva fatally stabbed footballer Josenir Abreu. When the
referee showed a red card to a player, the player got mad, swore at the referee

and then kicked him. The referee, then, grabbed a HUNTING KNIFE from his belt
and stabbed the player in the chest killing him.
Having witnessed the incident, an outraged group of spectators turned on the
referee. He was tied up, beaten, stoned and quartered. They then put his head on
a stake and planted it in the middle of the pitch.
http://espnfc.com/news/story/_/id/1492969/referee-beheaded-killing-playerbrazil?cc=5901
Israel is preparing to "divide her land" with the Palestinians!
God's threat rings true in my ears:
Joel 3:1 For, behold, in those days, and in that time, when I shall bring again the
captivity of Judah and Jerusalem,
Joel 3:2 I will also gather all nations, and will bring them down into the valley of
Jehoshaphat, and will plead with them there for my people and [for] my heritage
Israel, whom they have scattered among the nations, and parted my land.
NEWS BRIEF: "Netanyahu Ready to Give Up 90% of Judea and Samaria", Israel
National News, June 27, 2013
"A report in the far left Israeli newspaper Ha'aretz Thursday quoted top Likud ministers
as saying that Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu is prepared to give up as much
as 90% of Judea and Samaria in a deal with the Palestinian Authority ...
Netanyahu, they said, knows that the next round of talks under the sponsorship
of U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry would be dealing with substantial issues,
such as the borders of a PA state."
As the United States continues to pressure Israel to divide her land to give large
portions of it to the Palestinians, we should beware of God's judgment against all
nations who divide His Holy Land.
Did you know that, today, both the United States and Great Britain are putting powerful
pressure possible upon Israel to get her to "divide the land of Israel"? Are you further
aware that we have been putting this incredible pressure upon Israel for 20 years?
Today, the Palestinians control 42% of the land, a huge chunk of the land God originally
granted to the Jews! God has to be very angry with this continuous pressure.
From my last report we read:
What do these major record-setting events have in common?
The ten costliest insurance events in U.S. history. •
The twelve costliest hurricanes in U.S. history. •
Three of the four largest tornado outbreaks in U.S. history. •
The two largest terrorism events in U.S. history.
All of these major catastrophes and many others occurred or began on the very
same day or within 24-hours of U.S. presidents Bush, Clinton and Bush applying
pressure on Israel to trade her land for promises of "peace and security,"
sponsoring major "land for peace" meetings, making major public statements
pertaining to Israel's covenant land and /or calling for a Palestinian state.
Comment: Obviously it seems that the Lord’s focus is very centered on the
preservation of Israel’s land.
-------------------------------------

<<A Biblical Perspective on the Relationship Between Israel,
The Church and The Arab World. This DVD addresses the rising
tide of beguiling apostasy gripping today's church in regards to
modern Israel. At the core of the anti-Israeli movement is
Replacement Theology, a reinterpretation of scripture,
teaching the church has replaced the nation of Israel now
being the sole beneficiary of God's promises given expressly
to the Jews, Jerusalem (Zion) and Israel. Based on this
erroneous misinterpretation, "Christian" anti- semitism
attempts to justify its position, claiming the nation of Israel to be illegitimate and
an "illegal occupier" of Palestine. This political-religious campaign is gaining
wide acceptance among church leaders, denominations, charities, missions and
humanitarian groups. The apostate church, involved in usurping God's intended
inheritance for the Israelites, are joined by Palestinian Arabs with their own
Muslim version of Replacement Theology. Islam's strategy is to rid Israel of its
Jewish presence, seize the land for Allah, and establish Sharia rule worldwide.
Additionally, cloaked in counterfeit Zionism, is the esoteric understanding of Judaizers
(or kabbalists) who claim to be God's Chosen. They promote a nationalistic, political
Zionism through aggressive self-effort. Sadly, Zionist imitations united with secularists
and political left and right-wing activists, are seducing the support of Christians who
unwittingly become pawns in the alliance of "peace" for the antichrist and his unholy
government. Did you know end time prophecy is unfolding before our very eyes
and.... ....the promised ingathering of unbelieving Jews into Israel has begun?
....the miraculous existence of Israel will be used by God for the inevitable
conclusion when a remnant of God's covenant people will accept Jesus Christ as
Messiah? .....the 7 year "tribulation" judgment of God will bring numerous of His
Chosen to call on Jehovah who will redeem their land to the fullness of His
promised borders?
Zec 13:8 And it shall come to pass, [that] in all the land, saith the LORD, two parts
therein shall be cut off [and] die; but the third shall be left therein.
Zec 13:9 And I will bring the third part through the fire, and will refine them as
silver is refined, and will try them as gold is tried: they shall call on my name, and
I will hear them: I will say, It [is] my people: and they shall say, The LORD [is] my
God.
…Zec 12:9 And it shall come to pass in that day, [that] I will seek to destroy all the
nations that come against Jerusalem.
Zec 12:10 And I will pour upon the house of David, and upon the inhabitants of
Jerusalem, the spirit of grace and of supplications: and they shall look upon me
whom they have pierced, and they shall mourn for him, as one mourneth for [his]
only [son], and shall be in bitterness for him, as one that is in bitterness for [his]
firstborn.
.....multitudes of Jews worldwide are in present-day rebellion against their
Messiah and hardened to His Promises for God's only covenant nation, Israel?
....growing worldwide anti-semitism is also infecting contemporary Christianity in an
aggressive and heartbreaking "Christian" anti- Israel, anti-semitic movement.
http://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=2517

Supreme Court Strikes Down Heterosexual-Only Marriage As Unconstitutional
Defense of Marriage Act Provision Struck Down
All this can be directly traced back to the work
that Barack Obama is doing to undermine
America from its foundation. His goal is a pink
America, a modern-day Sodom and Gomorrah
that is just daring God to do something about
it. And guess what? Thats exactly what is about to
happen.
Gen 6:5 And GOD saw that the wickedness of
man [was] great in the earth, and [that] every
imagination of the thoughts of his heart [was]
only evil continually. Gen 6:6 And it repented
the LORD that he had made man on the earth, and it grieved him at his heart.
From Bloomberg: A divided U.S. Supreme Court overturned the federal law that
defines marriage as a heterosexual union, saying it violates the rights of married
gay couples by denying them government benefits.
The vote on the Defense of Marriage Act was 5-4. Justice Anthony Kennedy
joined the four Democratic-appointed justices in the majority.
Pro 17:15 He that justifieth the wicked, and he that condemneth the just, even
they both [are] abomination to the LORD.
Psa 9:17: The wicked shall be turned into hell, [and] all the nations that forget
God.
Psa 37:28: For the LORD loveth judgment, and forsaketh not his saints; they are
preserved for ever: but the seed of the wicked shall be cut off.
The law “places same-sex couples in an unstable position of being in a secondtier marriage,” Kennedy wrote for the court. “The differentiation demeans the
couple, whose moral and sexual choices the Constitution protects, and whose
relationship the state has sought to dignify.”
Judge SCALIA says: Kennedy Has Declared Opponents of Gay Marriage 'Enemies
of the Human Race'...
Judge ALITO says: The 'Constitution Does Not Guarantee the Right to Enter Into
a Same-Sex Marriage'...
The court will act momentarily on a second gay-marriage case, involving California’s
Proposition 8, which bars same-sex couples from marrying. Comment: They blocked
this as well.
The historic cases, which marked the first time the high court had ever considered gaymarriage rights, reached the justices as the movement was showing unprecedented
momentum. Twelve states and the District of Columbia have legalized same-sex
marriage, six of them in the last year.
America’s Future:
Jude 1:7 Even as Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities about them in like manner,
giving themselves over to fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth
for an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire.

Luke 17:26 And as it was in the days of Noe, so shall it be also in the days of the
Son of man.
Luke 17:28 Likewise also as it was in the days of Lot; they did eat, they drank,
they bought, they sold, they planted, they builded;
Luke 17:29 But the same day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and
brimstone from heaven, and destroyed [them] all.
Luke 17:30 Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed.
Leviticus 20:13: If a man also lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman, both of
them have committed an abomination: they shall surely be put to death; their
blood shall be upon them.
Joining Kennedy in the majority on the Defense of Marriage Act ruling were
Justices Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Stephen Breyer, Sonia Sotomayor and Elena
Kagan.
Dissenting were Chief Justice John Roberts and Justices Antonin Scalia, Clarence
Thomas and Samuel Alito. source – Bloomberg
RULING: Gays can now sponsor foreign partners for immigration to USA...
The Supreme Court’s ruling that the federal Defense of Marriage Act is unconstitutional
will immediately open up immigration benefits to same-sex partners in states where
their unions are recognized as marriages.
“This is a huge day not only for the LGBT movement, but also for the immigrant rights’
movement,” said Jorge Gutierrez, who leads the Queer Undocumented Immigrant
Project for United We Dream, a group of young illegal immigrants. “This Supreme
Court decision affirms that all families and individuals should be treated fairly and with
justice.”
Romans 1:26-28: For this cause God gave them up unto vile affections: for even
their women did change the natural use into that which is against nature: And
likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in their lust
one toward another; men with men working that which is unseemly, and receiving
in themselves that recompence of their error which was meet. And even as they
did not like to retain God in their knowledge, God gave them over to a reprobate
mind, to do those things which are not convenient...Romans 1:32: "Who knowing
the judgment of God, that they which commit such things are worthy of death, not
only do the same, but have pleasure in them that do them.
Married Fla. gay couple first to receive green card
7/1/2013 FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla., July 1 (UPI) -A gay couple in Fort Lauderdale became the first wedded same-sex couple to be
recognized by the United States for a green card, officials said. A green card is the
informal name for an ID card attesting to the permanent resident status of an
immigrant in the United States.
"Tray" Popov and Julian Marsh found out Friday that their petition for a green card
for Popov had been approved, just two days after the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that section 3 of the 1996 Defense of Marriage Act unconstitutional.
Section 3 has been used by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security to deny green
cards for foreign-born spouses in same-sex marriages with U.S. citizens.

"We are ecstatic that our country recognizes our marriage," Marsh said Sunday. "I never
doubted the Supreme Court would not overturn DOMA. Ever. It was in my mind
impossible, that anybody could stop love."
http://www.breitbart.com/system/wire/upiUPI-20130701-123951-1847
Homosexual Teachers Eight Times More Likely to Molest Students
The Christian Coalition of Maine recently sent a registered letter to every school
principal, superintendent, and school board member. It included a copy of an article by
the Family Research Institute citing a study published in 1996 in the Journal of
Psychology. The study demonstrates that homosexual teachers are 8 to 10 times more
likely to sexually involve themselves with pupils than heterosexual teachers.
The letter advised the school leaders that "Knowingly employing homosexual
teachers after receipt of this study places you in a precarious legal situation." It
pointed out that districts and their administrators could face serious civil and/or
criminal charges if a homosexual teacher molests a pupil.
FRI director Dr. Paul Cameron says we have to "get the word out that when a child is
molested by a homosexual teacher who was hired under or because of gay rights, the
parents would be able to apply tort law against the teacher, the school officials, the
school district, and the school board."
Hopefully the publication of this study will encourage school administrators to
think twice before allowing homosexuals into the classrooms.
History has proven over and over that when a society begins to tolerate evil sinful
behavior, the next step is acceptance, which then leads to imitation. Finally you
get a government mandate to promote it.
Millions of parents are looking for alternatives in private schools and home schooling.
But just bailing out of the government school systems is not enough. We must boldly
declare God's condemnation of this sin. We must not be intimidated by their shouts of
"bigot," "homophobe," and "hate-monger."
One way to inoculate a community against this sin is to salt it thoroughly with the
truth. An excellent approach is the use of literature. Chick Publications has
produced the tract Doom Town for this purpose. FRI also has excellent information
pamphlets available by writing PO Box 62640, Colorado Springs, CO 80962 or at (303)
681-3113 or www.familyresearchinst.org.
These pamphlets show clearly that allowing the sinful homosexual practices is
not just innocent intercourse between consenting adults. It promotes violence,
sexually transmitted diseases, and creates sexual predators who prey on children
as well as naive adults. They show why the average life span of the male
homosexual before AIDS was less than 45 years. AIDS reduced this even further
to approximately 39 years. More on this later
http://www.chick.com/bc/2000/teachers.asp
Pro 10:27 The fear of the LORD prolongeth days: but the years of the wicked
shall be shortened.
Job 18:5 Yea, the light of the wicked shall be put out, and the spark of his fire
shall not shine.
Lev 18:22-25: Thou shalt not lie with mankind, as with womankind: it is
abomination…Defile not ye yourselves in any of these things: for in all these the

nations are defiled which I cast out before you: And the land is defiled: therefore I
do visit the iniquity thereof upon it, and the land itself vomiteth out her
inhabitants.
Warning: Adult Content
Homosexual Journalist Admits, ‘Gay Lifestyle is a Sewer’
Battle Cry--Issue Date: November/December 2008 www.chick.com
The pro-sodomite media would have us believe that all homosexuals are in a wonderful,
long-term, committed relationship with only one other person. They are portrayed as just
another kind of “family” perfectly capable of raising children and making a valuable
contribution to society.
But British broadcast journalist Simon Fanschawe disagrees. Himself a homosexual, he
produced a documentary for the BBC called The Trouble With Gay Men. After reviewing
some graphic stories of group sexual encounters in a bath house, he asks, “Are we just
swimming around in a sewer which we are sort of saying is normal?” His
conclusion: “…the gay lifestyle is incompatible with happiness and fidelity in
human relations.”
This is because that “promiscuity has become the norm….” If promiscuity is the
norm, why do we only hear of the “committed relationships” that “deserve” to be
recognized with formal and legal “marriage?” It is because the sodomite lobby
gained control of Hollywood and the news media and we are denied the truth.
Studies have shown that even the small number of homosexuals who claim to be in a
“committed relationship” have their own definition of monogamy.
Homosexual researchers Marshall Kirk and Hunter Madsen found that “the
cheating ratio of ‘married’ gay males, given enough time, approaches
100%...Many gay lovers, bowing to the inevitable, agree to an ‘open relationship,’
for which there are as many sets of ground rules as there are couples.”
In fact, another study concluded that 43 percent of male homosexuals have more
than 500 partners in their lifetime. A smaller percentage had over 1000. Thus, the
wonderful same-sex “family” image we are fed is largely a myth.
CDC: Gay Men’s Syphilis Rate 46 Times Higher--Shouldn’t there be a “sin tax” on
homosexual bathhouses?
“The risk of HIV transmission through receptive a*** sex is much greater than the
risk of transmission via other sexual activities.” — CDC
Homosexual bathhouses lure young men into anonymous sodomite encounters.
The CDC and Obama Administration should shut down these perversion centers
or at least hit them with a large "sin tax."
Note how the CDC admits that homosexual sex is a much higher risk activity than other
sexual practices. Yet to teach the special risks of sodomy in schools would be to invite a
“discrimination” lawsuit by the ACLU! Homosexual oral sex also is mentioned as a risk
factor for syphilis. So why don’t the nation’s “Best and Brightest” on this issue launch an
educational, pro-health campaign against “gay” sex, especially sodomy?
A less bold option might be to levy a heavy “sin tax” on homosexual bathhouses and
sex clubs where dangerous, anonymous, “queer” sex proliferates, or — God forbid —
actually to shut down these perversion centers as public health hazards. (Instead, “gay”

bathhouses like “Steamworks” are flourishing and even offering “Spring Break
discounts” to lure young men.
Homosexual, Bisexual Men 50 Times More Likely to Have HIV: CDC
READ IT ONLINE: http://americansfortruth.com/news/homosexual-bisexual-men-50times-more-likely-to-have-hiv-cdc.html
Homosexual sex is dangerous — the CDC says “gay” and “bi” men are 50 times
more likely than other groups to have HIV. And yet homosexual sex clubs flourish
across the country. Why doesn’t the government move to close down such
perversion centers as public health hazards, given the overwhelming evidence of
the dangers of male homosexual sex?
Homosexuals GLBT Hiding Many Horrific ‘Inconvenient Truths’
Issue Date: July/August 2008
The homosexual juggernaut has seemed unstoppable but there is one
“inconvenient truth” that they hope will never get widespread attention. The
organization, American’s For Truth About Homosexuality (AFTAH) is calling for a
breaking of the silence on the health risks of homosexual practices. (see
http://www.americansfortruth.com )AFTAH cites the Federal Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) reasons for banning male homosexuals from donating
blood as proof of these risks.
FDA statistics are as follows: “Men who have had sex with men since 1977 have
an HIV prevalence… 60 times higher than the general population, 800 times
higher than first time blood donors and 8,000 times higher than repeat blood
donors…. Infection with the Hepatitis B virus is about 5-6 times more common
and Hepatitis C virus infections are about 2 times more common than in the
general population….” Additionally, they have “an increased incidence and
prevalence of Human Herpes Virus-8 [which] causes a cancer called Kaposi’s
sarcoma in immunocompromised individuals.”
Research by The Family Research Institute (FRI) of Colorado has discovered that
the average lifespan of the male homosexual is only 39 years. Where 80% of
married men lived past 65, only 2% of the homosexuals lived that long.
FRI found that sodomites “…were 116 times more apt to be murdered; 24 times
more apt to commit suicide; and had a traffic-accident death-rate 18 times the
rate of comparably-aged white males. Heart attacks, cancer and liver failure were
exceptionally common. Twenty percent of lesbians died of murder, suicide, or
accident—a rate 487 times higher than that of white females aged 25-44.”
Job 4:8 Even as I have seen, they that plow iniquity, and sow wickedness, reap
the same.
Hsa 10:12 Sow to yourselves in righteousness, reap in mercy; break up your
fallow ground: for [it is] time to seek the LORD, till he come and rain
righteousness upon you.
In their web site at http://www.familyresearchinst.org/Default.aspx?tabid=73, FRI
details the disgusting and unsanitary sexual practices that contribute to this early
death sentence. The “outing” of the homosexual lifestyle in our culture has
unleashed over 50 sexually transmitted diseases (STDs).

Report: Pedophilia much more common among 'gays'--Research purports to
reveal 'dark side' of homosexual culture
04/29/2002--by Jon Dougherty
Child molestation and pedophilia occur far more commonly among homosexuals than
among heterosexuals on a per capita basis, according to a new study.
“Overwhelming evidence supports the belief that homosexuality is a sexual deviancy
often accompanied by disorders that have dire consequences for our culture,” wrote
Steve Baldwin in, “Child Molestation and the Homosexual Movement,” soon to be
published by the Regent University Law Review.
Baldwin is the executive director of the Council for National Policy in Washington, D.C.
He said: “It is time to acknowledge that homosexual behavior threatens the foundation
of Western civilization.”
Though the homosexual community and much of the media scoff at such accusations,
Baldwin – who chaired the California Assembly’s Education committee, where he
fought against support for the homosexual agenda in the state’s public schools –
says in his report that homosexual activist “efforts to target children both for
their own sexual pleasure and to enlarge the homosexual movement” constitute
an “unmistakable” attack on “the family unit.”
Baldwin’s research is substantiated in a recently completed body of work written
by Dr. Judith Reisman, president of the Institute for Media Education and author
of numerous authoritative books debunking sexual myths, including “Kinsey,
Crimes & Consequences.”
In her thesis – also written for the Regent University Law Review – Reisman cited
psychologist Eugene Abel, whose research found that homosexuals “sexually molest
young boys with an incidence that is occurring from five times greater than the
molestation of girls. …”
Abel also found that non-incarcerated “child molesters admitted from 23.4 to 281.7
acts per offender … whose targets were males.”
“The rate of homosexual versus heterosexual child sexual abuse is staggering,”
said Reisman, who was the principal investigator for an $800,000 Justice
Department grant studying child pornography and violence. Abel’s data of 150.2
boys abused per male homosexual offender finds no equal (yet) in heterosexual
violations it was 19.8 girls abused per offender.
In terms of sheer numbers of children abused per offender, homosexuals abuse
with far greater frequency; and boys, research shows, are the much-preferred
target.
That one fact is especially noteworthy given all the child sex scandals taking place
within the Roman Catholic church.
A survey by WorldNetDaily of recent news reports found that rarely did the media
describe priestly sexual abuse as “homosexual” or “gay” activity – even though
the worst incidents involved male-to-male contact, and a spate of investigative
reports has revealed that the Vatican is concerned about an upsurge of
homosexuals in seminary schools throughout the world.

Baldwin says his research not only “confirms that homosexuals molest children at a rate
vastly higher than heterosexuals,” but it found that “the mainstream homosexual
culture” even “commonly promotes sex with children.”
“The editorial board of the leading pedophile academic journal, Paidika, is dominated by
prominent homosexual scholars such as San Francisco State University professor John
DeCecco, who happens to edit the Journal of Homosexuality,” Baldwin wrote.
During his research, he also found:
 The Journal of Homosexuality recently published a special double-issue
entitled, “Male Intergenerational Intimacy,” containing many articles
portraying sex between men and minor boys as loving relationships. One
article said parents should look upon the pedophile who loves their son
“not as a rival or competitor, not as a theft of their property, but as a
partner in the boy’s upbringing, someone to be welcomed into their home.”
Isa 32:6 For the vile person will speak villany, and his heart will work iniquity, to
practise hypocrisy, and to utter error against the LORD…
This word “Villany” is derived from the Hebrew word “nĕbalah” which
means: Disgraceful folly of immorality, profane actions
Pro 14:2 He that walketh in his uprightness feareth the LORD: but [he that is]
perverse in his ways despiseth him.
Phl 2:15 That ye may be blameless and harmless, the sons of God, without
rebuke, in the midst of a crooked and perverse nation, among whom ye
shine as lights in the world;
 In 1995 the homosexual magazine “Guide” said, “We can be proud that the gay
movement has been home to the few voices who have had the courage to
say out loud that children are naturally sexual” and “deserve the right to
sexual expression with whoever they choose. …” The article went on to
say: “Instead of fearing being labeled pedophiles, we must proudly
proclaim that sex is good, including children’s sexuality … we must do it
for the children’s sake.”
 Larry Kramer, the founder of ACT-UP, a noted homosexual activist group, wrote
in his book, “Report from the Holocaust: The Making of an AIDS Activist”: “In
those instances where children do have sex with their homosexual elders,
be they teachers or anyone else, I submit that often, very often, the child
desires the activity, and perhaps even solicits it.”
 In a study of advertisements in the influential homosexual newspaper, The
Advocate, Reisman found ads for a “Penetrable Boy Doll … available in three
provocative positions. She also found that the number of erotic boy images in
each issue of The Advocate averaged 14.
 Homosexual newspapers and travel publications advertise prominently for
countries where boy prostitution is heavy, such as Burma, the Philippines,
Sri Lanka and Thailand.
“Research on the homosexual lifestyle confirms it is almost exclusively a youthoriented culture,” Baldwin wrote. “Very few gays exhibit preference for older
men.”
“Some admit to focus on teenage boys,” he said, “some on prepubescent boys, and
many cross over between categories.”

A 1988 study detailed in Baldwin’s report found that most pedophiles even consider
themselves to be “gay.” According to the study, “Archives of Sexual Behavior,”
some 86 percent of pedophiles described themselves as homosexual or bisexual.
Also, the study found, the number of teenage male prostitutes who identify as
homosexuals has risen from 10 percent to 60 percent in the past 15 years.
When asked what he thought about critics who attempt to debunk his research, Baldwin
said the results speak for themselves.
“For them to say this theory is false is to call many of the homosexual movement’s
leaders liars,” he said. “Most of my evidence comes right from the gay
community.”
“I managed to find enough evidence that my thesis – child molestation is an
integral part of the homosexual movement – is a valid thesis,” Baldwin told
WorldNetDaily.
Other experts have also found a distinct pattern between child sex abusers and
the incidence of homosexuality.
“How long can psychologists be in denial about the significance of the dark side, and
ignore what it implies about the homosexual condition? And there’s a matter of even
greater concern. How long will psychologists eagerly throw open the door to gay life for
every sexually confused teenager?” writes Joseph Nicolosi, Ph.D, on behalf of NARTH
– the National Association for Research and Therapy of Homosexuality.
The North American Man-Boy Love Association, or NAMBLA, is “a group that
openly promotes sex with minor boys,” Baldwin said in his report.
The group is often endorsed by “many of the homosexual movement’s most
prominent leaders,” he said.
Advocacy moving to schools
Promotion of the “gay and lesbian lifestyle” is increasing in the nation’s public schools.
A WND survey of homosexual-oriented websites found that almost every group has
some sort of program to “educate” teachers, school administrators and other school
employees about the homosexual lifestyle:
Though most school-related programs are sold to administrators and parents as
programs designed simply to end persecution of homosexuals and lesbians, none
disclose what Baldwin says is compelling evidence that homosexuality is harmful
to children.
“What … does the academic literature say about the relationship between
homosexuality and child molestation? Quite a bit, actually,” he wrote, quoting
data compiled by the Family Research Institute: “Scientific studies confirm a
strong pedophilic predisposition among homosexuals.”
The institute, after reviewing more than 19 studies and peer-reviewed reports in a
1985 “Psychological Reports” article, found that homosexuals account for
between 25 and 40 percent of all child molestation, even though they only
represent about 3% of the population!!!!!.
“But this number is low,” Baldwin says, due to the fact that many people will not
report if a child molester is a homosexual, even if they know that is the case.
http://www.wnd.com/2002/04/13722/print/

Hate Crime: Gay Activists Brutally Beat Christians in America--Be tolerant or we
will beat you into submission!
Kit Daniels--Infowars.com--July 5, 2013
Seattle Pridefest marchers viciously attacked a Christian street preacher, pummeling
him in the back of the head and kicking him in the ribs as he knelt in pain on the ground.
WARNING: Strong language and violence in following videos.
As revealed in the disturbing video, two Christian street preachers stood near a gay
pride march, one holding a large sign and the other one clutching a Bible.
The sign did not make any targeted, inflammatory statements against any particular
group. But several of the marchers did not care.
A heavy-set man and a woman broke off from the march to confront the
preachers. The preacher in the “Trust Jesus” t-shirt tried to block the initial
shoving with his Bible.
Both preachers attempted to retreat from conflict.
A short man knocked down the preacher holding the sign, taking it away from him as
the heavy-set man sucker punched the preacher in the head.
The short man showed no mercy as he kicked the now-down preacher in the ribs.
After the brutal assault on both the preachers and free speech, two police officers
walked towards the quickly fleeing attackers.
According to Life Site News, the officers did arrest 36-year-old Jason Queree as well as
an additional suspect.
FRI Study Finds Homosexual Parenting Extremely Dangerous for Kids
Today's secular media has totally swallowed the lie that homosexual parents are
just as good for kids as traditional families. When pressed, they quote one-sided
"scientific" literature using extremely small samples of volunteers who agreed to
submit to a survey.
Family Research Institute (FRI) has found a way to get highly accurate data on a
large sampling over a 25 year period. The information comes from U.S. law
libraries where the custody disputes between parents are recorded in extensive
detail.
In these cases, the judge must hear all the evidence and then decide on the facts
to base his custody decision. The data, therefore, is not the record of volunteers'
statements about themselves but hard evidence presented in court and carefully
weighed by the judge in his final decision.
FRI found 40 appeals cases recorded between 1966 and 1991 of custody disputes
involving a homosexual parent. For comparison, 38 custody cases were also
drawn at random of heterosexual parents.
Of the 73 children in cases involving a homosexual parent, the records revealed
66 incidents of harm to the children (molestation, physical abuse), 97% of which
were charged against the homosexual parent. Of 105 children in cases involving
only heterosexual parents, only 6 incidents of harm were charged to them.
These findings sharply contradict the notion that homosexual parents are just as
good for children as conventional parents.
In an interesting side note, another study done by researchers at the University of
Houston and reported in The Wanderer, found that 29.7% of partnered

homosexuals and 47.5% of lesbian couples reported "being or having been the
victim of relationship violence." Other studies by FRI indicate that the
homosexual lifestyle leads to violence against each other much more often than
normal relationships.
http://www.chick.com/bc/1998/homosexualparenting.asp
Obama To Force All Churches To Perform Gay Marriages?
Freshly glowing on the heels of his Supreme Court victory on the defeat of
exclusive heterosexual marriage, Barack Hussein Obama pursed his lips today
and said that he would not “force churches to perform gay marriages”. Let us give
you a few reasons why this is a lie and that forcing churches to perform gay marriage is
precisely his goal:
 Taxpayer-funded abortion: Obama promised that there would be no taxpayerfunded abortions. Guess what? He lied.
 Jerusalem As Israel’s Capital: When running for President he said that he
recognized Jerusalem as Israel’s capital. Then guess what?, he didn’t.
 ACORN: Obama said “The only involvement I had with Acorn was doing some
stuff with the justice department.” Guess what? That was a lie
 Bill Passing In Washington: Obama promised that “The Public Will Have 5
Days To Look At Every Bill That Lands On My Desk” Guess what? This has
never happened one time. Total lie.
 Obamacare: Obama promised that “if you like your current healthcare plan, you
can keep it.” Guess what? You can’t.
We could fill half a dozen blog posts with the proven lies of Barack Obama. So
when he says that he will not “force churches to perform gay marriages”, that is a
GUARANTEE that at some point over the next 3 years every church in America will be
forced to perform them.
Here’s Obama’s partial statement:
I applaud the Supreme Court’s decision
to strike down the Defense of Marriage
Act. This was discrimination enshrined in
law. It treated loving, committed gay and
lesbian couples as a separate and lesser
class of people. The Supreme Court has
righted that wrong, and our country is
better off for it. We are a people who
declared that we are all created equal —
and the love we commit to one another
must be equal as well.
This ruling is a victory for couples who
have long fought for equal treatment under the law; for children whose parents’
marriages will now be recognized, rightly, as legitimate; for families that, at long last, will
get the respect and protection they deserve; and for friends and supporters who have
wanted nothing more than to see their loved ones treated fairly and have worked hard to
persuade their nation to change for the better.

So we welcome today’s decision, and I’ve directed the Attorney General to work with
other members of my Cabinet to review all relevant federal statutes to ensure this
decision, including its implications for Federal benefits and obligations, is
implemented swiftly and smoothly.
…The laws of our land are catching up to the fundamental truth that millions of
Americans hold in our hearts: when all Americans are treated as equal, no matter who
they are or whom they love, we are all more free. source – Washington Examiner
Dr. Johnson’s Health Corner
From: C
To: Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: Detoxing and Transitioning off Painkillers Naturally
I have a serious question for you. What can my two grown kids take to help them detox
off of LORTAB? They have been using them for about a year now and take up to 15
pills a day. They are now in the process of moving back home with me and are ready to
be FREE of this HORRIBLE addiction. Please send me anything through your
knowledge and advice. We cannot afford detox clinics or rehab. They are prepared to
endure withdrawl, but is there anything they can take to make the agony lesser? Thank
you again for your ministry. God Richly Bless You~
-------------------------------C:
Yes this can be pretty hard to break from due to the dependency the body builds
to these types of drugs.
Topically DMSO and Peppermint oil can be applied over the pain areas.
A Epsom salt bath once a day before bed can also be very helpful for pain.
Internally being on a product like intramax (see below) should help things quite a
bit.
SP Cleanse (9 day for at least two months) by Standard Process & MSM would
help to detox the body.
Boswellia complex by Mediherb is the best anti-inflammatory I know of (use is
personally). This is from a professional line I carry but it is not cheap.
God bless!
Dr. J.
intraMAX: The Only 415 Ingredient, Liquid, Organic, ALL-IN-ONE Health Supplement
For More Information click here: http://store.druckerlabs.com/intraMAXinfo_s/117.htm
**In order to purchase IntraMAX you have to be referred by a health care professional. So
just use the Professional Referral/Ordering Code: 800 at the following link:
http://store.druckerlabs.com/v/PatientRegistration.aspx
Questions or to order? Call Customer Service toll free at:
888-881-2344

From: hm
To: Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: Receding and/or Infected Gums Help
hey brother scott i have been trying to locate the health study you did where you have
some information on receding gums/gumlines and how to help and what

products/protocols etc. would you please point me in that direction if you know off the
top of your head, or what date that teaching was so i can find it. God Bless!
-------------------------Dr. Johnson’s Response:
The professional protocol I have for receding gums is:
Biodent (9 day)
Calcium Lactate (6 day)
Cataplex ACP (6 day) or if infection of the gums is present Cyruta Plus (6 day) or
take the 1100 -5000ppm Invive Mild Silver Protein (¼ tsp. 1-2 times a day hold in
mouth for 3-4 minutes before swallowing)
You can read more about these products here:
https://www.standardprocess.com/Standard-Process/All-Products God bless!
-----Original Message----From: Paul
To: Contending for Truth by Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: Liver Detox Reactions & Help
hi dr scott, we just started to do liver cleansing. My wife and I started off with choline. It's
only the first week & she is starting to get major headaches that are getting worse but
not me. Also we are breaking out with pimples! Is this normal, and she's taking nurifone
to help headache, I know it's not good, is there something else?
---------------------------------Dr. Johnson’s Response:
Yes, this is called a herxhiemer reaction. She needs to drink a lot of purified
water (8-10 glasses per day) and maybe back off the Choline dosage till the
headaches subside. A little caffeine (coffee seems to be the best) many times will
stop these types of headaches. BC Powder (as a last resort) is the best for this
type of headache as it has caffeine with some aspirin.
This is called a herxhiemer reaction and it means you "are hitting the nail on the
head" (in terms of detoxification) and is a good sign, but it is no fun to go
through. Increase your purified water consumption and you back off the liver
detox if you like. Your skin is breaking out because the liver is overloaded with
detoxification issues and the skin is now picking up the slack as it is technically
the largest organ of your body, and has a sizable capacity to eliminate toxins
when one detoxification system is overwhelmed.
-----Original Message----From: JC
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Subject: Noni Juice & Detoxificaiton
I was wondering if you are familiar with the positive effects verses the side effects of
Noni Juice. I have been drinking about 1/4 cup per day for three days and there are
some great benefits. However, I've noticed that I feel agitated and short-fused. Just
wondering if you would have any ideas as to why, and whether I should stop use.
----------------------------------------

Dr. Johnson’s Response:
JC: Yes this stuff has been around for a while. In the 90's the "Tahitian Noni"
craze was in full swing. I had patients trying to get me into the latest Noni
multilevel. I tried it and didn't see a whole lot but the bottom line is all this stuff is
pasteurized (by law) so this really decimates the vitamins, minerals and
phytochemicals in whatever juice you pasteurize. It may help you though as
different companies put out different end products. It sounds like it is causing
your liver to detox as the main emotions associated with liver detox are anger,
agitation and being short fused. This is actually a really good though and it will
eventually pass. Drink plenty of purified water when in a detox as it will flush the
toxins out quicker and minimize the negative emotions you are experiencing.
-----Original Message----From: Paul
To: Contending for Truth by Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: Bone Growth Question
My wife went to the doctor, she has a bone growth on her finger, the doctor said it might
go away or she would have to have it cut out? It painful for her to carry things around. Is
there anything we can do? Avoid surgery please?
----------------------------------------Dr. Johnson’s Response:
If it is a calcium bone growth you could put Phosfood by Standard Process
(which is just liquid phosphorus--you may be able to find this online if you are
outside the USA or contact them directly at:
https://www.standardprocess.com/Contact-Us ) over the bone growth area and
then apply a coat of DMSO over the phosfood, and let this dry--you can use a hair
dryer. You can do this a couple of times a day till it is gone. I would use this
DMSO as it is the most powerful:
http://www.herbspro.com/51065/Liquid999UnfragrancedPlastic.htm This flat out
works on any calcium based bone spur or growth. Can take some Phosfood in
juice (30 drops a day) to accelerate this process. Magnesium helps as well. God
bless!
Dr. J.
From: NM
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 8:06 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Psoriatic Arthritis & Pain in the Tendons Help
Do you have any suggestions for psoriatic arthritis? I have pain in the tendons of my
feet every day from this. Thank you and God bless,
---------------------------Dr. Johnson’s Response:
NM:
I actually have a specific protocol for this in my Standard Process (a professional line I
carry) protocols, but it is a lot of whole food supplements (a total of 6) and a lot of pills. I
also checked my website: http://www.dr-johnson.com/ & it listed this protocol:

ARTHRITIS
a., psoriatic (following psoriasis symptoms)
Invive 5000ppm Mild Silver Protein: 1 TBL per day for 16 days then
2 tsp per day
Ag-Cream: rub into psoriasis b.i.d. if
psoriasis still present
++ To make the AG Cream (AKA Silver Cream) get some Aloe Vera gel and add
drops of the 5,000 ppm silver to the gel to the point just before it starts to liquefy.
The silver protocol would address the immune system component of this but the
Standard Process protocol is more complete in that it detoxifies the liver and has
supplements to rebuild and repair the joints. The silver by itself will not do this. So it
really boils down to what direction you would like to go. Now I have a new product I
have been using from Innate and it is amazing for any joint case. I use it personally and
after checking the label I realized I could replace 3 products listed in the Standard
Process with this one product. It is called JCTH. So I would say based on this
information the best way for you to completely attack this would be the following
protocol:
5000ppm Silver--see the protocol above.
Livaplex (9 day for 2 months) by Standard Process
JCTH (3 day) by Innate
Dermatrophin (3 day) by Standard Process
God bless!
Scott
PS: For the foot tendon pain the best way I know of to deal with this symptomatically is
a hot Epsom bath foot ankle soak for 15-20 minutes once a day.
Silver Makes Antibiotics Thousands of Times More Effective--The antimicrobial
treatment could help to solve modern bacterial resistance
By Brian Owens and Nature magazine
Silver has been used to fight infections for thousands of years — Hippocrates
first described its antimicrobial properties in 400 bc. Now, a team led by James
Collins, a biomedical engineer at Boston University in Massachusetts, has described
how silver can disrupt bacteria, and shown that the ancient treatment could help to deal
with the thoroughly modern scourge of antibiotic resistance. The work is published
today in Science Translational Medicine.
“Resistance is growing, while the number of new antibiotics in development is
dropping,” says Collins. “We wanted to find a way to make what we have work
better.”
Collins and his team found that silver — in the form of dissolved ions — attacks
bacterial cells in two main ways: it makes the cell membrane more permeable,
and it interferes with the cell’s metabolism, leading to the overproduction of
reactive, and often toxic, oxygen compounds. Both mechanisms could potentially be
harnessed to make today’s antibiotics more effective against resistant bacteria, Collins
says.
Resistance is futile
Many antibiotics are thought to kill their targets by producing reactive oxygen

compounds, and Collins and his team showed that when boosted with a small
amount of silver these drugs could kill between 10 and 1,000 times as many
bacteria.
Before adding silver to antibiotics, “we’ll have to address the toxicity very carefully”,
says Fowler. Ingesting too much silver can also cause argyria, a condition in which the
skin turns a blue-grey color — and the effect is permanent.
This article is reproduced with permission from the magazine Nature. The article was
first published on June 19, 2013.
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=silver-makes-antibiotics-thousands-oftimes-more-effective&print=true
From: jonathan
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 3:25 PM
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Subject: Dr. Mercola warning against mild silver protein
hey scott! i just read this article in favor of colloidal silver on joseph mercola's website
& was upset to see him claim that mild silver protein causes argyria. unbelievable.
i wanted to let you know about this because so many people trust mercola & i figured
you might like an opportunity to respond to put people's concerns at ease.
here is the relevant selection from the article, which appears here:
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2013/07/03/antibiotics-colloidalsilver.aspx?e_cid=20130703_PRNL_art_1&utm_source=prmrnl&utm_medium=email&ut
m_content=art1&utm_campaign=20130703
"What About Potential Toxicity of Colloidal Silver?
As for toxicity, the researchers found that the doses of silver required were far smaller
than the dose needed to harm either mice or cultured human cells, suggesting that oral
and injectable silver should be quite safe. That said, quality is extremely important, as
misrepresentation of colloidal silver by less scrupulous manufacturers has in the past
led to some of its more negative connotations. According to a Commercial Product
Report15 by silver-colloids.com (Dr. Johnson’s Comment: Which is a website that is
owned by companies that sell weak low ppm ionic/colloidal silver—In other words
they and their research are as biased as it gets), a site that provides detailed
laboratory analyses of colloidal silver products, there are three distinctly different types
of silver products on the market that are all labeled and sold as “colloidal” silver:
 True colloidal silver
 Ionic silver
 Silver protein: Due to the high concentration of large silver particles, silver protein
products are known to cause argyria, which turns your skin blue-gray color.
Comment: Total lies, see my extensive report below.
 When purchasing colloidal silver, it’s very important to avoid silver protein
formulas. Comment: This is a totally ignorant statement. True colloidal silver
seems to be the most recommended Comment: Yes your right but Invive Mild
Silver Protien is true colloidal silver!, but ionic silver could probably also be
used. If you take ionic silver products according to the manufacturer’s
recommended dosage, ionic silver will not cause argyria. Comment: Ionic silver

is by far the main type of silver that cause Argyria. See my extensive report
below.
Dr. Johnson's Healthy Living Newsletter
Colloidal Silver Safety Issues, Home Silver Generators
& the Blue Man
The Truth About Electrically Produced Liquid Silver & Silver Generators--Learn
the Difference between Ionic Silver and True, Colloidal/Particulate Silver
Invive Mild Silver Protein: The Ultimate Immune System Product For Colds, Flu's and
Infections. Website: http://www.dr-johnson.com
Dr. Johnson's Comment: I have received several email inquires (see
one below) regarding the web link posted below on the Blue Man, so I thought it
necessary to address this issue thoroughly.
Learn why 95% of what is being sold as "Colloidal Silver" is actually "Ionic Silver"
with very little therapeutic properties and it is this type of silver that can cause
Argyria (turning gray), whereas true, particulate, Colloidal Silver like Invive Mild
Silver protein has never had one reported case of Argyria.
For more information go to: http://www.dr-johnson.com/
----- Original Message ----From: z
To: scott johnson
Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2007 1:17 AM
Subject: Colloidal Silver
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ni8JvISGTn0 This was in the news yesterday. This
man took the silver and applied it on his skin and his skin turned blue. Please watch it
and tell me what you think. Thanks Frances
My Response
Frances:
Please understand this is an extremely isolated example and this is not regarding true
Colloidal Silver but the cheap ionic silver made in a home generator. It even shows the
cheap little generator he uses. This is the stuff I have warned about for quite some
time. There has never been a single case of Argyria (turning blue) from taking the
Invive Mild Silver Protein because of the way is made is totally different and
superior than this inferior grade silver that is highlighted in the link you forwarded.
Studies show excess mild silver protein is excreted via the feces (90%), and via the
urine (the remaining 10%).
What about taking silver internally and the risks of Arygria? From Wikipedia: Argyria is
not a serious or fatal condition. (9) While the skin discoloration may be confused for
other conditions, there are no physiologic implications for the patient (10)(In other words this is
a totally benign purely cosmetic condition)

Almost all known cases of argyria resulted from exposure to or use of ionic silver
(which is the kind that is primarily made with home silver generators or
electrically) silver oxide or silver nitrate (Which is a totally different substance than true,
particulate, Invive Mild Silver Protein). One of the few confirmed cases of argyria
caused by colloidal silver is that of Stan Jones, a Montana Libertarian candidate for the
U.S. Senate in 2002 and 2006, who overdosed on colloidal silver. Mr. Jones' colloidal
silver was a home-prepared solution made via an ionic silver generator (Just like the
web video link cited) which he began taking in 1999 due to fears of antibiotics being
unavailable due to "Y2K" bug problems.[6]
6. True-blue bids for Senate, 2002-10-03, BBC
9. ATSDR-ToxFAQs: Silver
10. "Joshua B Glenn, Anna N Walker: Argyria In An Elderly Man. The Internet Journal of
Dermatology. 2002. Volume 1 Number 2
There has never been a reported case of Argyria (turning grey) from taking Invive Mild
Silver Protein & the company has been in business since 1995.
++Invive Silver is also very stable & has a 15 year minimum shelf life. The
company started in 1993 and they still have perfectly good bottles of silver
from 1993. Current Invive Colloidal Silver expiration dates are for the year
2025, but that is purely there for FDA purposes. There is no colloidal silver
in any form that can even come close to their shelf life or potency.
Dr. Johnson's Comment: Invive Mild Silver Protein is made under Pharmaceutical GMP
(Good Manufacturing Practices) with double check off lists. The silver that is used is the
finest available and is the same silver used in the 1938 Edition, 12th Volume of the
British Encyclopedia of Medical Practice: Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons.
The Compounds used to make this silver are identical as the silver compounds used in
burn wards across America. As a result they can achieve uniform particle size between
.3 microns) which is something most companies have a very hard time doing.
For more information go to: http://www.dr-johnson.com/
Today's modern antibiotics kill over 100,000 Americans per year, and cause horrendous
liver and kidney damage, failure, and death, whereas the pre-1938 Mild Silver Protein
formulation that has never caused one death.
End of Teaching—Optional Information Below
Below I have posted an excerpt from my newsletter: DR. JOHNSON'S HEALTHY
LIVING NEWSLETTER - MILD SILVER PROTEIN - THE ULTIMATE WEAPON FOR
INFECTIONS, VIRUSES & CANDIDA/YEAST at:
http://www.freemarketnews.com/Analysis/112/3680/2006-0206.asp?wid=112&nid=3680
It is easy to misunderstand the whole concept and nature of taking mild silver protein. A
Mild Silver Protein (processed in the proper way) has a valence (or charge) that is + (not
++) and therefore it does not oxidize into a toxic form and is considered a dulciment
(See definition below). Silver does "not" have the same characteristics or Valence of
other HEAVY METALS, such as lead and mercury. Now the answer why mild silver
protein (processed in the proper way) is non-toxic, is an undeniable Chemistry fact that
follows:

1.) Silver's "Valence" makes it non toxic: The valence of the element Silver (Ag+ in the
periodic table) is + (1). Hence Ag+. Silver's valence makes silver non-toxic. Mercury and
other heavy metals have ++ (2) valences: E.g. Mercury, Hg++ The + (1) valence is non
toxic, but the ++ (2) valence is toxic. The "second" + is toxic because the second
valence causes mercury and other heavy metals to be oxidized into a toxic form.
2.) Silver is "Dulciment":That means silver is soothing to the tissues. This is evidenced
by a silver known and used in every burn ward in the USA, namely Silver
Sulphadiazine. Silver Sulphadazine is used in prodigious amounts with severely burned
patients whose prognosis would be death if it were not for the silver used for their
infections. Conventional antibiotics (in the amounts necessary to stop the infections) are
so toxic that they would kill the patients if used in the same manner. Vast quantities of
silver are absorbed by thousands of burn patients via the skin and tissues, and are then
carried by bloodstream of burn victims. This silver has proven to have no negative side
effects on the other organs of the body. This fact has been proven by decades of usage
in every burn ward in the USA.
3.) The viral loads of patients are reduced to near insignificant levels, with the use of
this mild silver protein. This is a fact. Indeed what is considered conventional is actually
unconventional, as silver has been used in medicine since the 1800's. Whereas
conventional antibiotics have only been used since 1947.
4.) Treating a patient with convention antibiotics for years would lead to antibiotics
resistance. There is no antibiotic resistance from silver because as soon as the
pathogens come in contact with the silver they are killed immediately. Therefore there
are no wounded pathogens to mutate into virulent forms of disease.
5.) Risk Factor from taking Silver is "0" according to FDA'S own Department:
Public Health Service
Center For Drug Evaluation and Research
Office of Training and Communication
Freedom of Information Staff
HFD-205
5600 Foshers Lane 12 8 05
Rockville, Maryland, USA 20857
To wit:Stated in letter of November 3, 1999 through the Department of Health and
Human Services requesting "any" recorded cases of silver ill effect:Relevant excerpt of
said letter: "We have researched the records from the FDA's AERS (Adverse Event
Reporting System) and have been unable to locate any cases that would be responsive
to your request."
6.) Studies show excess mild silver protein is excreted via the feces (90%), and via the
urine (the remaining 10%). That is why "all" patients are instructed to drink 8 eight oz.
glasses of purified water per day in order to excrete the silver as a normal bodily
function.
7.) "Cumulative Dosage" does not apply to INVIVE mild silver protein Because with our
Silver and recommended protocol, the body excretes the silver. It does not build up and
accumulate like heavy metals with a +2 valence. Silver is the best choice to address
bacterial & viral infections and fungi/yeast; and the issue of the body storing the silver is
not applicable to our Protocols.

***Conclusion:***Use the silver at 4 teaspoons of 5000ppm per day for 3 to 9 months
and you will rid the body of nearly every type of bacterial, viral, fungal, and parasitic
malady. That is the bottom line and it is Empirical knowledge demonstrated empirically
for the last 8 years: NO Toxicity from our silver for the last 8 years. For more information
go to: http://www.dr-johnson.com/
The Truth About Electrically Produced Liquid Silver & Silver Generators--Learn
the Difference Between Ionic Silver and True, Colloidal/Particulate Silver
The Truth About Mild Silver Protein/M.S.P: "Rebuttals of Promoters' Misinformation":
http://invive.com/Rebuttals_new.html
Actual M.S.P. Scientific/Medical Studies:
www.xpressnet.com/bhealthy/bhealthy.html#HIVLET
Dr. Johnson's Comment: Invive Mild Silver Protein is made under Pharmaceutical GMP
code (Good Manufacturing Practices and Guidelines) with double check off lists. The
silver that is used is the finest available and is the same silver used in the 1938 Edition,
12th Volume of the British Encyclopedia of Medical Practice: Royal College of
Physicians and Surgeons. The Compounds used to make this silver are identical to the
silver compounds used in burn wards across America. As a result they can achieve
uniform particle size between (.3 microns) which is something most companies know
nothing about and strive to have only the smallest nanometer size particles, but the
problem with nanometer sized particles is that they are "NOT" large enough to give
off as many silver atoms as the larger micron size particles. The true benefits of
colloidal/particulate silver in the human body is produced by the micron sized
("not" nanometer sized) metallic silver particles and "not" the ions in an "ionic" silver
solution. Now INVIVE's particle size is perfect because it is still much smaller than a
bacterium which are approximately .5 microns. Therefore Invive silver particles can go
wherever the bacteria are because the Invive silver particles are approximately 100
times "smaller" than bacteria, as Invive's smallest particles start at .3 microns. Again:
Invive's particles are small enough to go wherever a bacterium goes, but are still able to
give off more atoms of silver than nano-sized particles. ++ Because Invive Silver is so
stable it has a 15 year minimum shelf life. The company started in 1993 and they still
have perfectly good bottles of silver from 1993. There is a 'Retest Date" on the bottle for
the year 2014, but that is purely there for FDA purposes. There is no colloidal silver in
any form that can even come close to their shelf life or potency; nor has there been one
case of Argyria (turning gray) reported from taking Invive Silver.
See the actual Scientific Data on our type of Silver from "truly" independent labs by
just clicking here for actual Scientific Data:
http://www.xpressnet.com/bhealthy/bhealthy.html#HIVLET you will see that this data is
from leading "Scientific Institutions" of 2 nations (Canada and the USA), and is dated
1995, which is the date we first put out the information on Silver for you. There is even a
paper from the leading Scientist Emeritus of the NIH, (National Institute of Health) Dr.
William Burgdorfer, the discoverer of Lyme Disease, who had the Lyme bacterial
spirochete named after himself as Borrilia Burgdorferi.

Colloidal Silver (Definition) - A distilled water medium (preferably) containing minute
silver particles held in suspension, where the particles carry a slight electrical charge
known as a zeta potential. In a true colloidal silver, there is less than 5% ionic content.
Today's modern antibiotics kill over 100,000 Americans per year and cause horrendous
liver and kidney damage, failure, and death, whereas the pre-1938 Mild Silver Protein
formulation that has never killed one person. For more information go
to: http://www.dr-johnson.com/
What kind of silver does electrolysis (via electric silver generators) produce? This
discussion of electrolysis assumes two silver electrodes are placed in deionized water a
small distance apart. The electrodes are connected to a low voltage DC power source
(9-30 VDC). The electrode connected to the positive (+) terminal is referred to as the
anode, the electrode connected to the negative (-) terminal is referred to as the cathode.
1. When electric current passes through silver, some silver atoms interface with the
water and release an electron changing the atom into an ion. Whereas true
particulate/colloidal silver is not water soluble, silver ions are water soluble, so
the silver ions simply dissolve in the water producing an ionic silver solution. This
is the electrolysis process. With the electrolysis process, some of the ions in
close proximity to the anode will take on an electron from the current passing
through and be changed from an ion back into an atom. These atoms are
attracted by other similar atoms by van der Waal's force of attraction and thus
form small metallic particles. This is how both ions and particles are produced by
the electrolysis process. But typically 90-99%% of the silver leaving the anode
stays in the ionic form while about 1-10% forms into particles. This ionic solution
is also very unstable because the solution of silver ions is missing an electron in
the outer shell and therefore will readily combine with other elements in the
bloodstream which reduces ionic silver's useful half life in the body
to approximately 7 seconds before it becomes inert and useless.
2. Also because "ionic silver" is so unstable, it has a short shelf life before it will
start to precipitate out of solution and fall to the bottom of the container. That is
why some unscrupulous manufacturers actually tell you to shake your bottle,
because they do not want you to return your ionic silver bottle to them to refund
it.
3. Some widely available "ionic silvers" actually have NO actual silver particles in
them at all.
The way the "ionic" silver producers fool you, is that ionic solutions "do" have
effectiveness "TOPICALLY" when they are used on the surface of the dermis (skin) and
work topically because they cannot not combine with the chloride elements in the blood.
What happens when ionic silver is ingested as opposed to true colloidal/particulate
silver? What the ionic silver producers "don't" tell you is that: Upon sublingual (held
under the tongue) absorption ionic silver will combine with the chloride molecules in the
blood stream within 7 seconds and quickly be converted into silver chloride which is an
inferior, inert, insoluble form of silver. This happens because ionic silver is missing an
electron in the outer shell, causing it to immediately combine with the chlorides in the
blood rendering the "ionic silver" useless and inert. Whereas true colloidal/particulate

silver will be unaffected by the chlorides in the blood stream
allowing colloidal/particulate silver to circulate freely to eradicate anything of a viral,
bacterial or fungal origin.
Upon ingestion, the ionic silver present in most colloidal silver solutions will immediately
come into contact with the hydrochloric acid (HCl) that normally exists in the stomach to
digest food. Once again the chloride ions from the hydrochloric acid immediately
combine with the silver ions to form silver chloride, an insoluble, inert, inferior silver
compound. Since hydrochloric acid does not dissolve metallic/particulate silver (AKA
true colloidal silver), the silver particles remain unaffected by the stomach acid. The
remaining silver particles will pass easily through the lining of the gastro-intestinal tract
and will be absorbed into the bloodstream where they will circulate and come in contact
with pathogens which will be killed on contact. The silver chloride (formed as a
byproduct of the ionic silver) that precipitates in the stomach consists of large molecules
that flocculate to become even larger particles of inert, insoluble silver chloride.
Why is it important to know how much of the silver total is ionic? The benefits of
colloidal/particulate silver in the human body are produced by the micron sized
(not nanometer) sized metallic silver particles and not the ions. In most liquid silver
products a large quantity of ionic silver is produced as a by-product of generating a
small amount of silver particles. The prominent methods of production are
electrochemical processes using either low voltage DC current or high voltage AC. Both
the AC and DC process may employ a constant voltage or a constant current source.
Both the DC and the high voltage AC produce a significant percentage of the total silver
as ionic. Typically, 75 - 99% of total silver is ionic depending on process variables. In
some products claiming very high concentration levels, almost the entire silver content
is ionic. To state the silver concentration in ppm without specifying what percentage is
ionic is misleading to say the least. Therefore, it is important to know what percentage
of the silver concentration is junk ionic to properly evaluate the quality and effectiveness
of the product. Invive Mild Silver Protein (MSP) is virtually 100% true colloidal
particulate silver without any useless and toxic ions at all.
What is the highest concentration of ionic silver that pure water will keep in solution? If
no other contamination anions are present, the maximum concentration of silver ions
that pure water can hold at room temperature in an unsaturated solution is 13.3 parts
per million (ppm). 13.3ppm is far to weak to be of any real therapeutic value. Weak (20
ppm ((parts per million))) silver solutions were "never" ever used orally (internally) by
the Medical Journals to address serious diseases.
The Medical Journal Silver strengths that produced the results in Medical Journals in
the 1940’s against 650 disease pathogens were:
1.) a 50% solution at 10,000 ppm (derived from a 20,000 ppm Laboratory mother
solution).
2.) a 10% solution at 2,000 ppm (derived from the 20,000 ppm Laboratory mother
solution).
3.) a 5% solution at 1,000 ppm (derived from the 20,000 ppm Laboratory mother
solution).
Is there a simple way to demonstrate the ionic silver present? To demonstrate ionic
silver content, all that is needed, is a chloride ion source to be added to a small amount

of colloidal silver. Normal table salt is sodium chloride (NaCl). When table salt is
dissolved in water it decomposes into sodium ions and chloride ions. To demonstrate:
Place a small amount (1-2 ounces) of colloidal silver in a clear glass. Add a few grains
of table salt. Observe that as the salt dissolves a white cloud of silver chloride forms in
the solution. Eventually, the entire solution will turn cloudy. If more salt is added, the
white silver chloride will become denser until all the silver ions have combined with the
available chloride ions. If no silver ions are present then no white cloud will form so in
other words if you try this with true particulate/colloidal silver you will not elicit this
reaction. For more information go to: http://www.dr-johnson.com/
The March 1978 issue of Science Digest, in an article, 'Our Mightiest Germ Fighter,'
reported: . . . "An antibiotic kills perhaps a half-dozen different disease organisms, but
silver kills some 650. Resistant strains fail to develop."
"Colloidal Silver . . . killed every virus that was tested in the lab,"
UCLA Medical Center
Dr. Johnson's Online Colloidal Silver/Mild Silver Protein Desk Reference Guide for
Specific Health Problems: For those who are seeking help regarding specific diseases,
maladies and health problems you can go to: http://www.dr-johnson.com and then click
on: "Doctor's Desk Reference" at the top of the website. The maladies and diseases
are in alphabetical order with specific instructions relating to each problem.
The Truth About Mild Silver Protein/M.S.P: "Rebuttals of Promoters' Misinformation":
http://invive.com/Rebuttals_new.html
Actual M.S.P. Scientific/Medical Studies:
www.xpressnet.com/bhealthy/bhealthy.html#HIVLET
Dr. Johnson's Comment: Invive Mild Silver Protein is made under Pharmaceutical GMP
(Good Manufacturing Practices) with double check off lists. The silver that is used is the
finest available and is the same silver used in the 1938 Edition, 12th Volume of the
British Encyclopedia of Medical Practice: Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons.
The Compounds used to make this silver are identical as the silver compounds used in
burn wards across America. As a result they can achieve uniform particle size between
(.005 and .015 microns) which is something most companies have a very hard time
doing. Now this particle size is much smaller than a bacterium which are
approximatley .5 microns. Therefore Invive silver particles can go wherever the bacteria
are "because" the Invive particles are 100 times "smaller" than a bacteria, as Inivive's
smallest particles start at 005.
Today's modern antibiotics kill over 100,000 Americans per year, and cause horrendous
liver and kidney damage, failure, and death, whereas the pre-1938 Mild Silver Protein
formulation that has never caused one death.
View all of Dr. Johnson's Online Video Presentations in 'Playlist' Succession
Dr. Johnson YouTube Website: http://www.youtube.com/av161177777
Colloidal Silver-Mild Silver Protein it's uses and history 4 Videos
Colloidal Silver-Mild Silver Protein it's uses and history. The Truth About
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Electrically Produced Liquid Silver & Silver Generators--Learn the
Difference Between Ionic Silver and True, Colloidal/Particulate Silver Invive
Mild Silver Protein: The Ultimate Immune System Product For Colds, Flu's
and Infections: www.dr-johnson.com
Avian Flu, Population Control, H5N1, Biological Warfare: 1-5
Videos
Population Control, Pandemics, H5N1, Biological Warfare &
Colloidal Silver What to Expect and How to Prepare.
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Avian Flu/Pandemics: What to Expect & How to Prepare (1-16)
Play All
16 Videos
In recent years, the specter of the Avian Bird Flu has been hanging over
mankind like a sharp sword. 'Experts' have repeatedly stepped to a news
microphone to warn that human deaths could reach into the hundreds of
millions worldwide - a death carried by birds in their global migratory patterns. A
TV show entitled "Fatal Contact" even aired, depicting so many fatalities that
their bodies were carried away in dump trucks. When this show aired back in
May of 2006, I was actually on a 14 city tour of America entitled: 'Avian Flu:
Killer of Millions?'. This teaching is an updated version of that presentation. This
teaching covers so much more than Avian Flu and can be used as an
'icebreaking' education tool for both saved and unsaved who may not
understand these issues. I endeavored to present the big picture with this
presentation & point people to our only hope for any calamity: Jesus Christ.
Recently I have gotten several confirmations that the 'Avian Flu Pandemic' card
is soon to be played, and in reality it is long overdue. Topics will include: Proof
the Illuminati telegraphs their punches prior to cataclysmic events, Why Avian
Flu is the perfect vehicle for world depopulation, What the globalist elite are
planning for Americans, Why the Avian Flu could be a repeat of the Spanish Flu
of 1918 that killed millions!, Vaccinations and injectable microchips regarding
the Avian Flu, potential kill rates, food shortages, forced vaccinations, Project
Bioshield, and quarantines. I will also extensively cover proactive steps you can
take to protect your families and yourself.
Disclaimer: It is your constitutional right to educate yourself in the arena of health and
medical knowledge, to seek helpful information and make use of it for the benefit of
you and your family. You are the one responsible for your own health. In order to make
decisions in all health matters, you must educate yourself. The views and nutritional
advice expressed by Dr. Scott Johnson are not intended to be a substitute for
conventional medicine. If you have a severe medical condition, see a
competent physician. I do not claim to "cure" disease, my goal is to help you to make
physical and nutritional changes in your own body so that your body can heal itself.

